
-Germany 1905 
     Expressionism is the tendency of an artist to distort reality for an emotional effect.  Expressionism reflects the artists’ state of mind rather than the 
reality of the external world.  
     Expressionism can be defined as the use of distortion and exaggeration for emotional effect.  This art style first surfaced in the literature of the early twentieth 
century.  Expressionism can be described as a stylistic art that uses intense color, agitated brushstrokes, and disjointed space.   
     Unlike Impressionism, an Expressionistic artists’ goal is not to reproduce the impression suggested by the surrounding world, but instead to strongly impose the 
artist's own sensibility to the world's representation. 

Your job is to create a piece that represents an Expressionistic style.  You will use your photo manipulation and digital painting skills to create this piece.  Your piece 

must represent your ideas, thoughts, and feelings of the simple emotion you choose to express. (like: Love, Hate, Fear, Sadness, etc...) 

You will need to first plan out your picture using your sketchbook.   

(Then you will need to ask yourself questions such as: what simple emotion / mood am I going for, and what colors, pictures, and/or drawings will I use to 

create that emotion / mood.)  

-You must use at least 2 Hi-Res. Pictures, but not more than 3 total Hi-Res. -Hi-Res. pictures must be import into PhotoShop. 

Required Tools: 
-Transform tools, Selection tool, Paint brush tool, Move Tools, and Vector Mask. 
-You must have at least 3 painting layers that dramatically effect your piece.  (these layers are just as important as your photo manipulation layers. 

MASKS: 
-You must use at least 1 Vector Mask. 

ADJUSTMENTS/ FX: 
-You must use Layer blending modes on your layers (as many as you feel necessary) 

EXTRAS: 
-Each student is required to write an Artist Statement (A four sentence paragraph describing your idea). 

 Due Date: 
DIGITAL ART LANGUAGE

Assignment

Required Techniques

ENDURING UNDERSTANDING
Artists use a variety of problem solving and decision making skills to apply the  
elements & principles of art and sensory and expressive features in works of art.  

OVERAL ARTISTIC GOAL FOR THIS ASSIGNMENT:
   

  Express a simple emotion graphically using Digital Art. 

  Use colors and images to express & communicate an emotion graphically. 

  Use Digital Painting skills & photo manipulation skills equally to create an      
  expressive piece.

ESSENTAL QUESTION:
Why and how do artists apply the elements & principles of Art in works of art?  

* MAIN (EPA) ELEMENTS & PRINCIPLES OF ART APPLIED TO THIS
ASSIGNMENT:
  
LINE, SHAPE, FORM 

COLOR 

VALUE 

SPACE

EMPHASIS 

BALANCE 

HARMONY 

EXPRESSIONISM 
DIGITAL ART 1

(you will be tested on your knowledge of these important technology terms). 

1.  Path 

2.  Non-Destructive 

3.  Adjustment layers 

4.  Curves 

5.  Color Grading

-Your Canvas needs to be: 11x14 or 14x11 
-The resolution: 400 
-Color Mode: RGB 8bit 
-Background Layer: Transparent (untouched)   
-You must use 8-10 layers not including adjustment layers.   
-Your layers need to be organized into Groups.  
-Each student is required to write an Artist Statement (A four sentence paragraph describing your idea). 
-Remember:  You will have 2-3 photo layers & 3 painting layers.  (Both of your Painting Layers & Photo Manipulation layers need to effect 

the overall image).
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